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Hampton High students support Wolastoq Grand Council
resolution against nuclear development
by Susan O'Donnell  MAY 12, 2021  0

The Climate Action Team at Hampton High School (HHS) are not only activists but also allies to
Indigenous peoples. Today ...

READ MORE

The Bay of Fundy: natural wonder or nuclear industry test site?
[video]
by RAVEN Project  APRIL 28, 2021  0

The New Brunswick and federal governments have committed more than $80M to two start-up
companies to build experimental nuclear reactors ...

READ MORE

Premier Higgs, is he a leader or a nuclear gambler?
by Sam Arnold and Ann McAllister  APRIL 27, 2021  0

In a recent commentary, Andrew Waugh, the political editor for Brunswick News, opined that Premier
Blaine Higgs doesn’t mind being ...

READ MORE

More nuclear reactors (SMRs): A bad investment for New
Brunswick
by Susan O'Donnell, Gordon Edwards, M.V. Ramana  APRIL 4, 2021  0

The Government of New Brunswick has committed $30 million to develop two small modular nuclear
reactor (SMR) projects on the ...

READ MORE

Saint John MP Long is wrong on small modular nuclear
reactors
by Christopher Reibling  APRIL 3, 2021  0

This is in response to MP Wayne Long’s letter in the Telegraph Journal (March 20 - "Coon Got It Wrong ...

READ MORE

Who’s minding the nuclear file? Oversight needed for New
Brunswick’s risky plutonium plan
by Susan O’Donnell and Gordon Edwards  MARCH 19, 2021  0

Pierre Elliot Trudeau banned the extraction of plutonium from used nuclear fuel in Canada. Justin Trudeau
has lifted the ban ...

READ MORE

Wolastoq Grand Council Resolution on nuclear energy and
nuclear waste on traditional Wolastoq territory
by Wolastoq Grand Council  MARCH 12, 2021  0

Wolastoq Grand Council Resolution: Nuclear energy developments and nuclear waste use and disposal
on traditional Wolastoq territory Whereas: Point Lepreau ...

READ MORE
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New Brunswick gives a $20 million gift to our American
nuclear company
by Susan O'Donnell  FEBRUARY 15, 2021  0

During his 2021 State of the Province Address on Feb. 10, while promoting the virtues of fiscal restraint,
New Brunswick ...

READ MORE

What are the links between nuclear power and nuclear
weapons? [video]
by Coalition for Responsible Energy Development in New Brunswick  JANUARY 29, 2021  0

NB Power and the Government of New Brunswick are supporting proposals to build two prototype
nuclear reactors in New Brunswick. ...

READ MORE

UN treaty banning nuclear weapons comes into force today
without Canada’s support
by Yves Engler  JANUARY 22, 2021  0

The movement to abolish nuclear weapons has been around for a long time, taking a torturous path
through highs and ...

READ MORE
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More nuclear reactors (SMRs) for New Brunswick? [video]
by Susan O'Donnell  JANUARY 16, 2021  0

The province and NB Power are promoting two more nuclear reactors (SMRs), to be built next to the
existing reactor ...

READ MORE

The hypocrisy of the Liberal’s nuclear policy
by Yves Engler  NOVEMBER 26, 2020  0

A Vancouver MP’s last-minute withdrawal from a recent webinar on Canada’s nuclear arms policy
highlights Liberal hypocrisy. The government says ...

READ MORE

Throne speech promise of nuclear reactor revenue does not
add up
by Susan O'Donnell  NOVEMBER 18, 2020  0

On Tuesday this week, the Higgs government formalized its support for the development of new nuclear
reactors (so-called small modular ...

READ MORE

Why are the federal and New Brunswick governments funding
prototype nuclear reactors? [Part 2]
by Susan O'Donnell  NOVEMBER 11, 2020  0

Read Part 1 here. Considerable research evidence exists that the prototype nuclear power reactors
currently in development in Canada, including ...

READ MORE

Are New Brunswick’s prototype nuclear reactors part of a
climate action plan? [Part 1]
by Susan O'Donnell  NOVEMBER 11, 2020  0

In the September Speech from the Throne, the Canadian government signalled its intention to fund
private-sector companies to develop prototype nuclear ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick and national groups call new nuclear reactors a
“dirty, dangerous distraction” from real climate action
by Brian Beaton  OCTOBER 20, 2020  0

Today, a national network of public interest groups - including seven groups from New Brunswick - issued
a media release ...

READ MORE

Throne speech signals Canada’s support for new nuclear
reactors, opposition builds in New Brunswick
by Susan O'Donnell  OCTOBER 2, 2020  0

For more than a year, renewable energy and anti-nuclear activists in New Brunswick and across the
country have watched nuclear ...

READ MORE
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Fredericton climate action rally has renewable energy, anti-
nuclear message
by Susan O'Donnell  SEPTEMBER 27, 2020  0

Extinction Rebellion New Brunswick (XR NB) organized a rally in Fredericton on Sept. 25, the Global Day
of Climate Action, ...

READ MORE

No business case for new nuclear reactors in New Brunswick
by M. V. Ramana  SEPTEMBER 22, 2020  0

Premier Blaine Higgs has endorsed so-called "small modular nuclear reactors" or SMRs. SMRs represent
an untested technology but what we ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick waits for new nuclear reactor announcement
by Susan O'Donnell  SEPTEMBER 19, 2020  0

When are the new nuclear reactors coming to New Brunswick? It remains unknown when Premier-elect
Blaine Higgs will announce his ...

READ MORE
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Two new nuclear reactors for New Brunswick with no adequate
policy on radioactive waste in place
by Susan O'Donnell and Gordon Edwards  SEPTEMBER 9, 2020  0

PC leader Blaine Higgs says federal funding to build two new nuclear reactors in New Brunswick is
confirmed and will ...

READ MORE

Election issue analysis: nuclear energy in 10 lessons
by Ronald Babin  SEPTEMBER 8, 2020  0

Both the PC leader Blaine Higgs and the LIberal leader Kevin Vickers have made nuclear power an
election issue. Both ...

READ MORE

Facts vs fictions about the new nuclear reactors promoted by
the PCs and Liberals for New Brunswick
by Rick Cheeseman  AUGUST 24, 2020  0

The Liberal party on the campaign trail and the PC party in their pre-election plans are both proposing to
build ...

READ MORE

Myths about new nuclear reactors promoted by Liberal party
leader Vickers
by Brian Beaton  AUGUST 19, 2020  0

Liberal party leader Kevin Vickers is actively promoting untruths about nuclear energy as he begins his
election campaign. In his ...

READ MORE

Radioactive waste: a big problem for New Brunswick’s
proposed new nuclear reactors
by Gordon Edwards and Susan O'Donnell  JUNE 29, 2020  0

On June 26, the federal government ended the Environmental Assessment of a proposed radioactive
waste storage facility beside Lake Huron, ...

READ MORE

The new nuclear boondoggle in New Brunswick
by Sam Arnold  JUNE 2, 2020  0

The questionable enthusiasm being shown by proponents to spend millions of taxpayer dollars on
building not one, but two, small ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick groups want new nuclear projects suspended
until feds have a plan for radioactive waste
by Brian Beaton  MAY 21, 2020  0

More than 100 civil society groups across Canada, including nine in New Brunswick, signed a letter this
week to the ...

READ MORE
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Coalition promotes nuclear-free renewable energy in New
Brunswick
by Roma De Robertis  MAY 20, 2020  0

A new coalition focusing on nuclear-free renewable energy in New Brunswick seeks to raise public
awareness and advocate with legislators. ...

READ MORE

Proposed nuclear projects in New Brunswick would revive
dangerous “plutonium economy”
by Gordon Edwards  APRIL 27, 2020  0

The Government of New Brunswick is supporting proposals by two start-up multi-national companies
with offices in Saint John to build ...

READ MORE

Lights, camera, action: More nuclear energy is not a feasible
energy solution in NB
by Rachel Bensler  APRIL 19, 2020  0

In 2017, I worked as a model in Alberta. I was taught to pose in front of cameras, walk runways, ...

READ MORE
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Scientist warns against nuclear expansion in New Brunswick
by Roma De Robertis  APRIL 18, 2020  0

SAINT JOHN, N.B. – Governments and communities need to avoid nuclear expansion and invest in
renewable energy, Canadian scientist Gordon ...

READ MORE

Nuclear energy not a ‘crutch’ in energy transition
by Hannah Moore  APRIL 14, 2020  0

Nuclear power is popularly viewed as a clean energy solution that could help combat the effects of
climate change, as ...

READ MORE

Groups urge Trudeau to fix serious gaps in nuclear safety and
governance
by Gordon Edwards, Éric Notebaert, Ole Hendrickson  APRIL 9, 2020  0

Le français suit. Three independent organizations — the Canadian Association of Physicians for the
Environment, the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility and the Ottawa ...

READ MORE

Gordon Edwards in New Brunswick: “The nuclear industry is
desperate”
by Susan O'Donnell  MARCH 17, 2020  0

The New Brunswick government and NB Power recently gave $10 million to two start-up companies to
develop nuclear energy technology. ...

READ MORE

Gordon Edwards on small modular nuclear reactors (SMNRs)
[video]
by Gordon Edwards  MARCH 15, 2020  0

Dr. Gordon Edwards, scientist, nuclear consultant and president of the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear
Responsibility visited New Brunswick last week. ...

READ MORE

Questions about the NB Power VP Nuclear & Chief Nuclear
Officer
by NB Media Co-op  JANUARY 14, 2020  0

The NB Media Co-op sent the following email with questions on Jan. 8 to the NB Power. On Jan. 10, ...

READ MORE

Letter to Premier Higgs: stop the small modular nuclear reactor
projects
by David Thompson and Pamela Ross  JANUARY 7, 2020  0

Dear Premier Blaine Higgs, We applaud your government's decision to cut all funding for the speculative
Joi hydrogen fuel project. ...

READ MORE
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Small modular nuclear reactors – a case of wishful thinking at
best
by Gordon Edwards, Michel Duguay, Pierre Jasmin  DECEMBER 21, 2019  0

1 The Three Nuclear Amigos On Friday the 13th, September 2019, the Saint John Telegraph-Journal’s
front page was dominated by ...

READ MORE

Renewables, not small modular nuclear reactors, are the
solution to climate change
by Theresa McClenaghan, Kerrie Blaise and Chris Rouse  DECEMBER 5, 2019  0

The idea of Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) was in the news this week with the federal government being
urged to ...

READ MORE

Small modular nuclear reactors threaten renewable energy
transition in NB
by David Thompson  DECEMBER 1, 2019  0

For a brighter future of environmental and economic sustainability, we need to act now on our future
energy sources. Government ...

READ MORE
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Experts highlight hazards of nuclear energy
by Roma De Robertis  JANUARY 2, 2012  0

Saint John - Serious risks of nuclear energy far outweigh benefits, experts said during a public forum at
the University ...

READ MORE

Maritime groups challenge Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission safety assurances
by Lepreau Decommissioning Coalition  JUNE 22, 2011  0

Representatives of a coalition of NB and Maritime environmental and health organizations concerned
about the risks of Canada’s continuing reliance ...

READ MORE

Reflections on Japan’s nuclear disaster
by Willi Nolan  APRIL 4, 2011  0

In light of the nuclear disaster in Japan, we turn our attention to truths about the health effects of
exposure ...

READ MORE

A nuclear wake-up call
by Janice Harvey  MARCH 17, 2011  0

How should we think about the situation in Japan? One can't imagine the scale of personal and physical
devastation visited ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick should never become a nuclear waste dump for
the rest of Canada
by James Risdon  FEBRUARY 25, 2011  0

In the rest of Canada, there's a nasty little rumour going on about New Brunswick. Apparently, the
Nuclear Waste Management ...

READ MORE

Chief Akagi: “How can we possibly allow ourselves to be
convinced that there is a need for more nuclear energy?”
by Passamaquoddy Nation  OCTOBER 1, 2010  0

Note: the NB Media Co-op published this article in 2010. Chief Hugh Akagi of the Passamaquoddy
Nation knows the history ...

READ MORE

Bathurst resident sends petition against nuclear waste storage to
the Premier
by Tracy Glynn  JULY 23, 2010  0

Bathurst resident James Risdon is circulating a petition against storing nuclear waste in New Brunswick.
The petition calls on Premier ...

READ MORE
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Chernobyl legacy and the nuclear renaissance
by Janice Harvey  MAY 17, 2010  0

While we fret about cost overruns at Point Lepreau, a much more grave nuclear risk is completely ignored
– the ...

READ MORE

Private: Open up nuclear waste debate
by David Thompson  AUGUST 3, 2009  0

The Nuclear Waste Management Organization is made up of the companies and utilities who own, create
and store nuclear spent ...

READ MORE

Hey New Brunswick government, check your carbon tax facts! 
by Greg Goubko  APRIL 5, 2021  0

We are all living in a climate emergency. The purpose of the carbon tax is to immediately reduce
emissions and ...

READ MORE
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Remove radioactive heavy water from Point Lepreau reactor:
groups
by Atlantic Chapter of the Sierra Club and the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility

 FEBRUARY 12, 2012  0

Two public interest organizations -- the Atlantic Chapter of the Sierra Club and the Canadian Coalition for
Nuclear Responsibility -- ...

READ MORE

Why is Hydro-Quebec silent about the Point Lepreau fiasco?
by Michel Duguay  JANUARY 30, 2011  0

New Brunswick citizens staged a protest at noon on Jan. 26, 2011, in Fredericton, outside the
headquarters of NB Power. ...

READ MORE

Lepreau is a white elephant: activists
by Tracy Glynn  JANUARY 26, 2011  0

The Point Lepreau Decommissioning Caucus staged a mock trial in front of NB Power's headquarters
today, Jan. 26, 2011 in ...

READ MORE

Debunking myths about Point Lepreau: It’s not cheap, not
green, not needed
by Raphael Shay  SEPTEMBER 1, 2010  0

The Lepreau Decomissioning Caucus, which includes the Conservation Council, the International Institute
of Concern for Public Health, the Sierra Club ...

READ MORE

What’s in the AECL-NB Power Lepreau refurbishment
contract?
by Janice Harvey  JANUARY 13, 2010  0

Premier Graham is threatening to sue the federal government for the cost of replacement power at
Lepreau over the estimated ...

READ MORE

Janice Harvey S TEMB R 18, 20

READ MORE

Hampton High students support Wolastoq Grand Council
resolution against nuclear development
by Susan O'Donnell  MAY 12, 2021  0

The Climate Action Team at Hampton High School (HHS) are not only activists but also allies to
Indigenous peoples. Today ...

READ MORE
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The Bay of Fundy: natural wonder or nuclear industry test site?
[video]
by RAVEN Project  APRIL 28, 2021  0

The New Brunswick and federal governments have committed more than $80M to two start-up
companies to build experimental nuclear reactors ...

READ MORE

Premier Higgs, is he a leader or a nuclear gambler?
by Sam Arnold and Ann McAllister  APRIL 27, 2021  0

In a recent commentary, Andrew Waugh, the political editor for Brunswick News, opined that Premier
Blaine Higgs doesn’t mind being ...

READ MORE

More nuclear reactors (SMRs): A bad investment for New
Brunswick
by Susan O'Donnell, Gordon Edwards, M.V. Ramana  APRIL 4, 2021  0

The Government of New Brunswick has committed $30 million to develop two small modular nuclear
reactor (SMR) projects on the ...

READ MORE
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Lights, camera, action: More nuclear energy is not a feasible
energy solution in NB
by Rachel Bensler  APRIL 19, 2020  0

In 2017, I worked as a model in Alberta. I was taught to pose in front of cameras, walk runways, ...

READ MORE

Scientist warns against nuclear expansion in New Brunswick
by Roma De Robertis  APRIL 18, 2020  0

SAINT JOHN, N.B. – Governments and communities need to avoid nuclear expansion and invest in
renewable energy, Canadian scientist Gordon ...

READ MORE

Gordon Edwards in New Brunswick: “The nuclear industry is
desperate”
by Susan O'Donnell  MARCH 17, 2020  0

The New Brunswick government and NB Power recently gave $10 million to two start-up companies to
develop nuclear energy technology. ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick’s corporate bully / victim game
by Brian Beaton  FEBRUARY 4, 2020  0

Remember the game where kids secretly taped a "kick-me" sign onto the back of their unsuspecting
target. This game was ...

READ MORE

Questions about the NB Power VP Nuclear & Chief Nuclear
Officer
by NB Media Co-op  JANUARY 14, 2020  0

The NB Media Co-op sent the following email with questions on Jan. 8 to the NB Power. On Jan. 10, ...

READ MORE

Hyping the illusion: Will a uranium mine in New Brunswick be
the next Higgs genie?
by Lawrence Wuest  JANUARY 9, 2020  0

The Higgs government in New Brunswick is desperate for a gimmick to fulfill its obligations under the
constraints of the ...

READ MORE

Taking back our resources – A letter from New Brunswick’s
future #7
by Chris Rouse  JULY 19, 2019  0

July 19, 2050 (Kingston Peninsula, NB) Dear New Brunswickers, I’m old but happy sitting on my deck
looking at the ...

READ MORE
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Connected communities – A letter from New Brunswick’s
future #2
by Susan O'Donnell  JUNE 14, 2019  0

June 14, 2050 (Belledune, NB) Dear New Brunswickers, I’m old now—hard to believe I’ve made it to this
age—but I ...

READ MORE

Learn, love, act: An interview with NatureNB’s Vanessa Roy-
McDougall
by Lauren R. Korn  JUNE 3, 2019  0

The climate crisis can seem overwhelming for many of us. One practical contribution we can make to
decrease the degradation ...

READ MORE

“Energy East pipeline poses ‘enormous threat’ to environment:”
Advocates for renewable energy hold parallel summit
by Roma De Robertis  OCTOBER 14, 2013  0

Saint John – Renewable energy will ensure human and environmental health that is currently jeopardized
by fracking for gas and ...

READ MORE

*OPINION*

ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMY

New Brunswick Canada World Environment Indigenous Labour Gender Politics Arts & Culture Videos COVID-19 
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Residents take offense to Conservative MP’s flyer on
Indigenous people
by Matthew Abbott  MAY 1, 2013  0

St. Andrews - A flyer about First Nations’ spending circulated by Conservative MP John Williamson irked
many of his Charlotte ...

READ MORE

Experts highlight hazards of nuclear energy
by Roma De Robertis  JANUARY 2, 2012  0

Saint John - Serious risks of nuclear energy far outweigh benefits, experts said during a public forum at
the University ...

READ MORE

Maritime groups challenge Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission safety assurances
by Lepreau Decommissioning Coalition  JUNE 22, 2011  0

Representatives of a coalition of NB and Maritime environmental and health organizations concerned
about the risks of Canada’s continuing reliance ...

READ MORE

Beth McLaughlin, a New Brunswicker advocating for
sustainable communities
by Jayde McConchie  APRIL 21, 2011  0

New Brunswick is a province rich in natural resources. Our many small communities have long depended
upon these natural resources ...

READ MORE

Radioactivity from Japanese reactors detected in New
Brunswick
by Willi Nolan  APRIL 11, 2011  0

In New Brunswick, a coalition of groups including the Passamaquoddy First Nation, Atlantic Sierra Club,
Conservation Council of New Brunswick ...

READ MORE

A nuclear wake-up call
by Janice Harvey  MARCH 17, 2011  0

How should we think about the situation in Japan? One can't imagine the scale of personal and physical
devastation visited ...

READ MORE

Chief Akagi: “How can we possibly allow ourselves to be
convinced that there is a need for more nuclear energy?”
by Passamaquoddy Nation  OCTOBER 1, 2010  0

Note: the NB Media Co-op published this article in 2010. Chief Hugh Akagi of the Passamaquoddy
Nation knows the history ...

READ MORE
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Private: How New Brunswickers fought back
by Marie-Christine Allard  AUGUST 7, 2010  0

"This fight to keep NB Power, which was more of a populist struggle, is now transforming into one which
is ...

READ MORE

Bathurst resident sends petition against nuclear waste storage to
the Premier
by Tracy Glynn  JULY 23, 2010  0

Bathurst resident James Risdon is circulating a petition against storing nuclear waste in New Brunswick.
The petition calls on Premier ...

READ MORE

Chernobyl legacy and the nuclear renaissance
by Janice Harvey  MAY 17, 2010  0

While we fret about cost overruns at Point Lepreau, a much more grave nuclear risk is completely ignored
– the ...

READ MORE
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Two new nuclear reactors for New Brunswick with no adequate
policy on radioactive waste in place
by Susan O'Donnell and Gordon Edwards  SEPTEMBER 9, 2020  0

PC leader Blaine Higgs says federal funding to build two new nuclear reactors in New Brunswick is
confirmed and will ...

READ MORE

We need a public consultation on radioactive waste in New
Brunswick
by Susan O'Donnell  AUGUST 31, 2020  0

Days before the current provincial election was called, I wrote to Seamus O'Regan, federal minister of
Natural Resources, requesting that ...

READ MORE

Passing of strong ally for the protection of Mother Earth from
radioactive waste, Kahnawà:ke Grand Chief Joe Norton dead at
70
by Brian Beaton  AUGUST 16, 2020  0

One of the leaders in the ongoing campaign to protect Mother Earth and all creation from dangerous
radioactive waste passed ...

READ MORE

Radioactive waste: a big problem for New Brunswick’s
proposed new nuclear reactors
by Gordon Edwards and Susan O'Donnell  JUNE 29, 2020  0

On June 26, the federal government ended the Environmental Assessment of a proposed radioactive
waste storage facility beside Lake Huron, ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick groups want new nuclear projects suspended
until feds have a plan for radioactive waste
by Brian Beaton  MAY 21, 2020  0

More than 100 civil society groups across Canada, including nine in New Brunswick, signed a letter this
week to the ...

READ MORE

Who will eat from radioactive kitchenware?
by Sierra Club Canada  OCTOBER 16, 2012  0

Ottawa – Documents released on Oct. 11 indicate that back in May the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission (CNSC) was alerted ...

READ MORE

Remove radioactive heavy water from Point Lepreau reactor:
groups
by Atlantic Chapter of the Sierra Club and the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility

 FEBRUARY 12, 2012  0

Two public interest organizations -- the Atlantic Chapter of the Sierra Club and the Canadian Coalition for
Nuclear Responsibility -- ...

READ MORE
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More nuclear reactors (SMRs): A bad investment for New
Brunswick
by Susan O'Donnell, Gordon Edwards, M.V. Ramana  APRIL 4, 2021  0

The Government of New Brunswick has committed $30 million to develop two small modular nuclear
reactor (SMR) projects on the ...

READ MORE

Saint John MP Long is wrong on small modular nuclear
reactors
by Christopher Reibling  APRIL 3, 2021  0

This is in response to MP Wayne Long’s letter in the Telegraph Journal (March 20 - "Coon Got It Wrong ...

READ MORE

Who’s minding the nuclear file? Oversight needed for New
Brunswick’s risky plutonium plan
by Susan O’Donnell and Gordon Edwards  MARCH 19, 2021  0

Pierre Elliot Trudeau banned the extraction of plutonium from used nuclear fuel in Canada. Justin Trudeau
has lifted the ban ...

READ MORE
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Wolastoq Grand Council Resolution on nuclear energy and
nuclear waste on traditional Wolastoq territory
by Wolastoq Grand Council  MARCH 12, 2021  0

Wolastoq Grand Council Resolution: Nuclear energy developments and nuclear waste use and disposal
on traditional Wolastoq territory Whereas: Point Lepreau ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick gives a $20 million gift to our American
nuclear company
by Susan O'Donnell  FEBRUARY 15, 2021  0

During his 2021 State of the Province Address on Feb. 10, while promoting the virtues of fiscal restraint,
New Brunswick ...

READ MORE

More nuclear reactors (SMRs) for New Brunswick? [video]
by Susan O'Donnell  JANUARY 16, 2021  0

The province and NB Power are promoting two more nuclear reactors (SMRs), to be built next to the
existing reactor ...

READ MORE

Throne speech promise of nuclear reactor revenue does not
add up
by Susan O'Donnell  NOVEMBER 18, 2020  0

On Tuesday this week, the Higgs government formalized its support for the development of new nuclear
reactors (so-called small modular ...

READ MORE

Why are the federal and New Brunswick governments funding
prototype nuclear reactors? [Part 2]
by Susan O'Donnell  NOVEMBER 11, 2020  0

Read Part 1 here. Considerable research evidence exists that the prototype nuclear power reactors
currently in development in Canada, including ...

READ MORE

Are New Brunswick’s prototype nuclear reactors part of a
climate action plan? [Part 1]
by Susan O'Donnell  NOVEMBER 11, 2020  0

In the September Speech from the Throne, the Canadian government signalled its intention to fund
private-sector companies to develop prototype nuclear ...

READ MORE

New Brunswick and national groups call new nuclear reactors a
“dirty, dangerous distraction” from real climate action
by Brian Beaton  OCTOBER 20, 2020  0

Today, a national network of public interest groups - including seven groups from New Brunswick - issued
a media release ...

READ MORE
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Throne speech signals Canada’s support for new nuclear
reactors, opposition builds in New Brunswick
by Susan O'Donnell  OCTOBER 2, 2020  0

For more than a year, renewable energy and anti-nuclear activists in New Brunswick and across the
country have watched nuclear ...

READ MORE

Fredericton climate action rally has renewable energy, anti-
nuclear message
by Susan O'Donnell  SEPTEMBER 27, 2020  0

Extinction Rebellion New Brunswick (XR NB) organized a rally in Fredericton on Sept. 25, the Global Day
of Climate Action, ...

READ MORE

No business case for new nuclear reactors in New Brunswick
by M. V. Ramana  SEPTEMBER 22, 2020  0

Premier Blaine Higgs has endorsed so-called "small modular nuclear reactors" or SMRs. SMRs represent
an untested technology but what we ...

READ MORE
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New Brunswick waits for new nuclear reactor announcement
by Susan O'Donnell  SEPTEMBER 19, 2020  0

When are the new nuclear reactors coming to New Brunswick? It remains unknown when Premier-elect
Blaine Higgs will announce his ...

READ MORE

Election issue analysis: nuclear energy in 10 lessons
by Ronald Babin  SEPTEMBER 8, 2020  0

Both the PC leader Blaine Higgs and the LIberal leader Kevin Vickers have made nuclear power an
election issue. Both ...

READ MORE

Myths about new nuclear reactors promoted by Liberal party
leader Vickers
by Brian Beaton  AUGUST 19, 2020  0

Liberal party leader Kevin Vickers is actively promoting untruths about nuclear energy as he begins his
election campaign. In his ...

READ MORE

Canada should acknowledge its role in the A bomb: Hiroshima
survivor
by Setsuko Thurlow  AUGUST 6, 2020  0

Toronto’s Setsuko Thurlow survived the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, 75 years ago today. She wrote this
letter to Prime Minister ...

READ MORE

Coalition promotes nuclear-free renewable energy in New
Brunswick
by Roma De Robertis  MAY 20, 2020  0

A new coalition focusing on nuclear-free renewable energy in New Brunswick seeks to raise public
awareness and advocate with legislators. ...

READ MORE

SMNRs: New Brunswick should learn from others’ mistakes
by Hannah Moore  MAY 3, 2020  0

When it comes to nuclear energy, there is a lot of confusion about its benefits and problems. Though
nuclear is ...

READ MORE

Lights, camera, action: More nuclear energy is not a feasible
energy solution in NB
by Rachel Bensler  APRIL 19, 2020  0

In 2017, I worked as a model in Alberta. I was taught to pose in front of cameras, walk runways, ...

READ MORE
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Scientist warns against nuclear expansion in New Brunswick
by Roma De Robertis  APRIL 18, 2020  0

SAINT JOHN, N.B. – Governments and communities need to avoid nuclear expansion and invest in
renewable energy, Canadian scientist Gordon ...

READ MORE

Nuclear energy not a ‘crutch’ in energy transition
by Hannah Moore  APRIL 14, 2020  0

Nuclear power is popularly viewed as a clean energy solution that could help combat the effects of
climate change, as ...

READ MORE

Groups urge Trudeau to fix serious gaps in nuclear safety and
governance
by Gordon Edwards, Éric Notebaert, Ole Hendrickson  APRIL 9, 2020  0

Le français suit. Three independent organizations — the Canadian Association of Physicians for the
Environment, the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility and the Ottawa ...

READ MORE
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Gordon Edwards in New Brunswick: “The nuclear industry is
desperate”
by Susan O'Donnell  MARCH 17, 2020  0

The New Brunswick government and NB Power recently gave $10 million to two start-up companies to
develop nuclear energy technology. ...

READ MORE

Hyping the illusion: Will a uranium mine in New Brunswick be
the next Higgs genie?
by Lawrence Wuest  JANUARY 9, 2020  0

The Higgs government in New Brunswick is desperate for a gimmick to fulfill its obligations under the
constraints of the ...

READ MORE

Small modular nuclear reactors – a case of wishful thinking at
best
by Gordon Edwards, Michel Duguay, Pierre Jasmin  DECEMBER 21, 2019  0

1 The Three Nuclear Amigos On Friday the 13th, September 2019, the Saint John Telegraph-Journal’s
front page was dominated by ...

READ MORE

Petits réacteurs modulaires nucléaires – une chimère?
by Gordon Edwards, Michel Duguay, Pierre Jasmin  DECEMBER 21, 2019  0

1 Trois Amigos nucléaires Le vendredi 13 septembre 2019, la première page du Saint John Telegraph-
Journal est mobilisée par ce ...

READ MORE

Renewables, not small modular nuclear reactors, are the
solution to climate change
by Theresa McClenaghan, Kerrie Blaise and Chris Rouse  DECEMBER 5, 2019  0

The idea of Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) was in the news this week with the federal government being
urged to ...

READ MORE

More than 1,000 new studies verify fracking causes serious
health and environmental harm
by Dallas McQuarrie  MAY 7, 2018  0

A library of more than 1,000 scientific studies since New Brunswick’s 2014 moratorium on fracking has
conclusively proven that fracking ...

READ MORE

Just ignore the local impacts: EPA’s fracking report highlights
known risks, but even more unknown dangers
by Miles Howe for the Halifax Media Co-op  JUNE 10, 2015  0

Fredericton/Unceded Wolastoq Territory - For several days now, unconventional gas extraction lobbyists
and right-wing media (which appears to include the ...

READ MORE
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Maine residents oppose relaxing of environmental rules for J.D.
Irving’s mine
by Connor Albers  MARCH 2, 2015  0

Augusta – J.D. Irving, Ltd is facing more public opposition to its attempts to change environmental
regulations, this time in ...

READ MORE

Politicians, protesters and soldiers share spotlight on New
Brunswick Day 2014
by Dallas McQuarrie  AUGUST 6, 2014  0

Prominent among the demonstrators at New Brunswick Day in Cocagne this year were Kent South Green
...

READ MORE

Tale of indigenous-led resistance in Guatemala provides
lessons for anti-fracking struggle at home
by Stephen Law  MARCH 25, 2014  0

Resistance to industrial encroachment in Guatemala. Author Stephen Law sees similarities in the anti-
fracking resistance in ...

READ MORE
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Canadian mythmaking on the 10th anniversary of a slaughter
by Matthew Behrens  MARCH 20, 2013  0

This past week has provided Canadians with a series of warm and fuzzies that, like most of this nation’s
mythology, ...

READ MORE

A daughter of Elliot Lake remembers
by Inka Milewski  FEBRUARY 23, 2012  0

If Poplar Road looks like any street in suburban Canada, it should. The street — and the town where it ...

READ MORE

Don’t frack with our water, say majority of Canadians in new poll
by Council of Canadians  FEBRUARY 12, 2012  0

Ottawa - The controversial pra ctice of hydraulic fracturing, otherwise known as fracking, is facing mounting opposition across the country. ...

READ MORE

Experts highlight hazards of nuclear energy
by Roma De Robertis  JANUARY 2, 2012  0

Saint John - Serious risks of nuclear energy far outweigh benefits, experts said during a public forum at
the University ...

READ MORE

Fracking denial machine: Fredericton City Council refuses to
hear concerns on shale gas
by Tracy Glynn  AUGUST 5, 2011  0

Fredericton - The Friends of the UNB Woodlot want the City of Fredericton to hear their concerns and
take a ...

READ MORE

Private: Nova Scotia handling New Brunswick’s fracking waste
by Sierra Club of Canada Atlantic Chapter  JULY 27, 2011  0

The province of Nova Scotia is currently conducting a review of hydraulic fracturing for natural gas in the province. This ...

READ MORE

Radioactivity from Japanese reactors detected in New
Brunswick
by Willi Nolan  APRIL 11, 2011  0

In New Brunswick, a coalition of groups including the Passamaquoddy First Nation, Atlantic Sierra Club,
Conservation Council of New Brunswick ...

READ MORE

Reflections on Japan’s nuclear disaster
by Willi Nolan  APRIL 4, 2011  0

In light of the nuclear disaster in Japan, we turn our attention to truths about the health effects of
exposure ...

READ MORE
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A nuclear wake-up call
by Janice Harvey  MARCH 17, 2011  0

How should we think about the situation in Japan? One can't imagine the scale of personal and physical
devastation visited ...

READ MORE

Why is Hydro-Quebec silent about the Point Lepreau fiasco?
by Michel Duguay  JANUARY 30, 2011  0

New Brunswick citizens staged a protest at noon on Jan. 26, 2011, in Fredericton, outside the
headquarters of NB Power. ...

READ MORE
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